Abstract
Introduction
A biochip is a very useful tool for analyzing infinitesimal amounts of samples at superhigh speeds, for selectively and functionally fixing high-molecular biomaterials on the surfaces of chips, and for analyzing surface-bound biomaterials. The main technique used to analyze the data collected with biochips is polymerase chain reaction (PCR).
The PCR technique, invented by an American biochemist, Kary Mullis, in 1983 , is a bimolecular technique that replicates and amplifies a very small amount of DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) more than a hundredfold [1, 2] . This technique plays a significant role in broad areas associated with handling DNA, such as biochemistry, molecular biology, medicine, forensic medicine for criminal investigation, and biological classification and analysis. PCR generally consists of the following three steps:
(1) DNA Denaturation: DNA is heated to 94°C, and the double strands of the DNA are separated into single strands of DNA.
(2) Primer Annealing: Each of the two different primers is annealed to a single stranded DNA template separated after heating.at 55-65°C.
(3) DNA Extension: At 72°C, the primers are extended by DNA polymerase. The principle of PCR is to perform these three steps repeatedly and thus amplify the target region of the DNA. In this procedure, Peltier and polyimide flexible heaters have been used to increase the temperature of the DNA, but the unit prices of such heaters are high. An earlier study was conducted by making a printed circuit board (PCB), which has a lower unit cost than the other materials mentioned, to serve as the substrate [3] .
In addition, sensors are needed to accurately measure the proper temperature at each step. Temperature sensors such as thermocouple sensors, thermistors, and resistance temperature detectors (RTD) are installed in the biochip, on the surface where the DNA is amplified, for this purpose [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
In this study, an RTD temperature sensor chip was manufactured using PCB as the substrate of biochip. The material used in the PCB was copper (Cu), and it is easy to design a Cu pattern for this purpose. In addition, an RTD sensor is the most stable of the types of sensors that could be used, has good repeatability and reproducibility, and is suitable for measurement of the temperatures of sensitive thermal components. An RTD sensor works by sensing variations in electrical resistance with temperature, which occur in almost all materials. This variation is repeatable and reproducible in a certain material, which makes accurate measurement of temperature possible. To verify the accuracy of the PCB-based RTD temperature sensor, manufactured as described above, we tested whether it was possible to accurately determine temperatures from resistances measured at room temperature and at 55, 72, 85, and 95°C in a water bath. Figure 1 is a schematic of the PCB designed in this study, which was 72.0 mm in length and 23.0 mm in width. This chip did not undergo auto optical inspection (AOI). AOI can capture several millions of spots on the surface of a product and detect various defects, such as component defects, broken wires, a short circuit, marks or stains, and misplacement of components. However, the AOI process was not used in this study because it involves additional cost and thus could increase the unit price. Figure 2 shows an enlargement of the area of the RTD sensor within the oval in Figure 1 . This area is 15.0 mm in length and 10.0 mm in width. The structure of the system that was designed and manufactured to measure RTD chip resistance is shown in Figure 3 . Measurements were obtained using a water bath (HETO OBN 8 and temperature control unit HETO HMT 200) at temperatures of 20, 55, 70, 85, and 95°C, according to the temperature range used to amplify DNA in PCR. Ten PCB-based RTD sensor chips fabricated according to the design shown in Figure 1 were placed in the water bath at each temperature. In addition, a precision thermistor temperature sensor (US Sensor, USP3986) was placed in the water bath to verify the accuracy of the temperature displayed for the water bath. Each RTD sensor can be selected using a personal computer (PC) -based MFC program, as shown in Figure 4 . The RTD sensor number selected is transferred to a micro controller unit (MCU). The MCU turns on the switches of a field effect transistor (FET), illustrated in Figure 5 , based on the RTD sensor number that is transferred. One of the ten RTD sensors is connected to a universal serial bus (USB) digital multimeter (NI USB-4065), depending on the selected switch, and the resistance measured at each water temperature is transferred to the PC. In addition, the precision thermistor temperature sensor placed in the water bath measures the resistance through another USB digital multimeter. The resistance thus measured is displayed in a measurement program for the PC provided by NI (National Instruments).
Methods
The measurements displayed in the program immediately after RTD sensor selection using the MFC program were found to be very unstable. Thus, means of the maximum and minimum values were calculated and recorded once the variation in the resistance displayed had stabilized.
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P2 P3 Figure 5 illustrates the NTC sensor measuring circuit, which uses a logic level gate FET. An FET is a transistor that controls the current of the source and drain based on the principle of creation of a gate through which electrons or holes flow as a result of an electrical field applied to a channel connected to the voltage and gate electrodes. In other words, an FET is an electrical switch. A typical FET operates at a voltage of approximately 5 V, but a logic level FET must be operated at a lower voltage, such as 3.3 V. The reason for this is that the MCU port cannot provide a constant voltage of 5 V.
Figure 4. NTC Sensor Measuring Circuit Using a Logic Level Gate FET
In this study, a logic level FET was used to reduce the inconvenience of connecting individual RTD sensors to USB digital multimeters.
Results
The resistance values for the ten RTD sensor chips, measured at each set temperature, are shown in Table 1 . Table 1 shows that the differences in the resistances of the ten sensors at each temperature are huge. This is most likely because the AOI process described previously was not performed in the PCB manufacturing process. In addition, the resistance measured at 55°C was subtracted from the resistance measured at 95°C to investigate the resistance variation rate in the temperature range used for DNA amplification during the PCR process. The mean of the differences, as a result of the subtraction, was 0.754Ω. This number indicates that there is little variation in the resistance values. To investigate the degree of variation in detail, the mean, standard deviation, and coefficient of variation (CV) of the resistance values for each sensor at set temperatures from 55°C to 95°C were calculated and verified The CV values shown in Table 2 indicate that the degree of variation was small, at less than 5%. Therefore, for the temperature difference between 55°C and 95°C , i.e., 40°C , the total variation of 0.754Ω corresponds to a predicted variation of 0.019Ω per °C . Table 1 at Each Set Temperature
As Figure 6 shows, and as is typical of commonly used RTD sensors, the relationship between resistance and temperature is linear. The coefficient of correlation calculated for each of the ten sensors was greater than 0.99. In other words, the PCB-based RTD sensors used in this study behaved like commonly used RTD sensors.
Conclusions
In this study, RTD sensors were designed and fabricated using a PCB's Cu pattern for use as biochip temperature sensors. The experimental results showed that the difference in resistance was less than 1 Ω for a temperature range from 55°C to 95°C, and its CV varied by less than 5%. These results indicate that the chip described in this paper is not suitable for use as a biochip temperature sensor, because the MCU cannot detect differences in resistance of less than 1 Ω between 55°C to 95°C. However, although the
